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Population Dynamics 
Read the Biology textbook chapter 5.1 and fill in the structured notes below. 

 

1. Unlike many factors that grow steadily; called _________________ growth; populations 

grow slowly and then very rapidly called _____________________ growth. 

2. Diagram a sketch of both types of growth below.  Label each. 

 

 

 

3. Exponential growth graphs can be described as a _______ shaped curves and occur 

because the number of potentially ___________________________ increases rapidly.   

4. Populations will eventually reach the maximum population size that the environment can 

support called the ________________________________ represented by the letter ____.  

When the population levels off it forms a _______ shaped graph.  If the population 

exceeds this maximum amount the number of ___________ will be larger than the 

number of _______ until the population stabilizes. 

5. Rapid reproduction species; like mosquitoes; usually live in environments that are 

_______________ and change _____________ .  This rapid reproduction allows them to 

take advantage of resources quickly when they are available. 

6. Slow reproduction species; like elephants; usually live in _______________ 

environments and maintain their populations near the __________________________. 



7. Living (____________) or non-living (________________) factors that determine if 

organisms can live in an ecosystem are called ______________________________. 

8. Some of these factors limit the population more if the population is larger and are called 

density-__________________ limiting factors.  Some examples are 

______________________ and ________________________________________. 

9. Other limiting factors affect a population regardless of its size and are called density- 

_______________ limiting factors. Some examples are ______________________ and 

________________________________________. 

10. Population interactions between species can limit maximum population sizes.  

_____________ and _____________ relationships show a cycle of population increases 

and decreases overtime showing how they both limit each others population sizes.   

11. ________________ between species for resources like food, water, and nesting sites can 

also affect population sizes. 

12. When populations become _______________ individuals exhibit symptoms like 

________ and ___________ that affect the births/deaths and thus limit the population 

size.  


